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shop.amssurfaces.com.au

Add a touch of warmth + beauty  
to your home or office with the AMS Surfaces 
stone homewares + furniture collection! 

STONE
Homewares 
& Furniture 
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THE AMS  
EVOLUTION.

AMS Surfaces Homewares is the craft work of the 
team behind AMS Surfaces and Adelaide Marble. It is an 
online shop conceived through a love of stone, timeless 
design and the desire to create a new market in the do 
it yourself homewares sector, AMS Surfaces Homewares 
is the evolution from manufacturing to design.

The AMS Surfaces Homewares concept is simple – to 

deliver beautiful, affordable designer stone homewares 

but with the added option being able to provide 

multiple options of design to meet the needs of 

the AMS client. This is where the ‘design your own’ 

concept was born; providing the opportunity to 

create your own side table, coffee table and more by 
choosing your stone type, colour and base, it is the 
perfect option for anyone to create their own individual 
piece to match it with their own interior and style.

We are excited to be offering the AMS Surfaces 
Homewares range to you. Borne by our clients’ needs, 
a love of design, and the extraordinary experience to 
provide you with something different and we hope 
you love the unique beauty of your piece as much as 
we have had creating it.

- The AMS Team.

WHITE, Quartz - 
Charcoal timber base

Our stone products are hand-crafted.  
Each piece is different. 

We hope you love the unique beauty  
of your piece as much as we do!
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THE ‘DESIGN YOUR OWN’ CONCEPT
The concept was created to provide multiple options for design and meet the needs of the AMS client. Create your 
own contemporary or industrial look from the AMS Surfaces Homewares range, including: side tables, coffee tables, 
dining tables and more. It’s simple - choose your stone type, colour and base and add to the cart! Perfect for anyone 
wanting to create their own individual piece to match it with their own interior and style.  

1. choose your stone

2. choose your colour

3. choose your base

create your own individual piece...

*Note: assembly required
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PULCER FURNITURE COLLECTION OVERVIEW

CAFE TABLESIDE TABLE COFFEE TABLE DINING TABLE CONSOLE TABLE

PERSPECTIVE

ELEVATION

PLAN

*All measurements in mm. All stone tops are sharknose finish unless stated otherwise. Full specifications shown on page: 40.
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STONE 
FURNITURE

*Note: Arabescato Marble pictured. This is not in our standard colour range.
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100+ COLOURS

4 MATERIAL OPTIONS

SIDE TABLES

TIMBER BASES 
Made from quality solid oak for strength
Coated in Rubio Monocoat oil for protection
AVAILAbLE IN 5 COLOURS
Size: 480mm high

Timber base with ANY 430mm stone top - $249*

STEEL BASES 
Steel frame painted in a matt black finish
AVAILAbLE IN 4 DESIGNS
Size: 490/505mm high

Steel base with 390/395/430mm stone top -  from $124*

*Please note: Only 15/20mm are available for the steel bases.

*Colours are indicative only and are subject to change at anytime. Prices are subject to change and are inclusive of GST and are excusive of shipping costs.
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STATuARIO VENATO, Quartz top, 
Mist timber base

$149 ea*$249 ea*

ATLANTIC SALT Quartz top, 
ST4BLK steel base

QUARTZ 
STEEL Side Tables

*Prices are exclusive of shipping.

QUARTZ  
TIMBER Side Tables

uNIQuE BEAuTY - 
Quartz table tops are cut 
from a larger slab, each 
piece will vary. Although 
Quartz is a fabricated 
product, colour variation 
and veining will vary 
batch to batch.
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DESIGN YOUR OWN QUARTZ SIDE TABLE

1. Choose your colour 
2. Choose your base - 9 options available (see page 41-42 for full specs)

Available colours*

ø430 x 20mm thick

Timber base    OR     Steel baseAll quartz tops are sharknose finish

Absolute Blanc Alpine White Arcadia Astral

Bianco Statuario Bianco Venato

Chalkstone Cosmopolitan White

Basmati

Fino Venato

Frosty Carina

Ice Snow *20/30mm Intense White

Everest White

New Crystal Salt New Crystal Salt Velvet Nougat

Ocean Foam

Luna White

Osprey Polar Pure Cloud

Pure White

Organic White

Regal White Santorini

Snow *20/30mm Sorbet *20/30mm

Purity

Alpine

Attica Bianco Maple

CarraraCalcite

Crystal Chalk

Blanco Orion

Fidji *30mmCrystallite

French Nougat

Mont Blanc New Basmati

*some colours are 30mm thick

Silica

Starlight White 
*20/30mm

Statuario VenatoStatuario

WHITES
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Swan Cotton Torrone Vanilla

White Attica White Shimmer White Storm

ultra WhiteStatuario Maximus

White Concrete White Truffle

Crema

Creme Brule Dreamy Marfil Frappe Green Tea Haze

Pashmina Porcini Praline

Sandcastle Sandstone Cape Taj Royale

Teslin

CREAMS

Almond Rocca Bianco Capri

Bottocino Buttermilk

Blanco City

Cremona

Bianco Calcite

Coral Reef

Bisque Cloud

Nordic Loft Macchiato

Royal Base Tigris

Venetian Avorio Yukon

GREYS

Amazon Leather Atlantic Salt Basalto

Bianco Drift Charlotte GlaceCarbon Ceniza

Concrete Pezzazo Grigio Piazenera

Windy Marino

Ivory Linen Liscia *30mm Macchiato Nimbus

Airy Concrete Ash Concrete

Cloudburst Concrete

Dusk Georgian BluffsFresh Concrete
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Alexandria Beige Daphne Cracked Pepper

Karpet Arizona

Byzantine

Ginger

Oyster Sandy Shitake

Sophia Storm Theron urban

Walnut Wild Rice Wild Rocks

Clamshell

Gris Rocca

Piatra Grey

London Grey Milano Mist

Piazza Raw Concrete

Zinc

Gris Expo Kiret

Nickel Promenade

Taupe Concrete WhisperSleek Concrete

bROWNS

Mink *30mmMarengo

New Ginger

New Chinchilla

New Sable Luxe

Suede

bLACKS

Mosaico Carbone Night Sky Vanilla Noir

Zulu

Jet Black Negro Anibus

*Colours are indicative only and are subject to change at anytime. No two products are the same, veining and patterns will vary.  
Visit: shop.amssurfaces.com.au for up-to-date products and information.
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GRANITE + MARBLE 
Side Tables

Calacutta Quartzite Colonial White White FusionRiver White White Galaxy

White Pearl

Available colours*

$249 ea*

DESIGN YOUR OWN GRANITE OR MARbLE SIDE TABLE

1. Choose your stone and colour 
2. Choose your timber base - 5 colours available

ø430 x 30mm thick

Granite and Marble tops  
are sharknose finish

Almond Gold Ice WhiteColonial Gold Azul Aran

Harlequin Sage BrushNettuno Bordeaux Infinity Titanium

Rosso Bordeaux

GRANITE

MARBLE

Bottocino

Timber base 

NATuRAL BEAuTY - Please 
note all Granite, Marble side 
table tops are cut from a 
larger slab. Granite and Marble 
are a beautiful natural stone 
product and may contain 
fissures, cracks, holes and pits. 
No two pieces of natural stone 
are alike. 

*Prices are exclusive of shipping.

SAGE BRuSH, Granite top, 
Charcoal timber base
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TERRAZZO 
Side Tables

DESIGN YOUR OWN TERRAZZO SIDE TABLE

1. Choose your colour and design - (3 designs)

2. Choose your base - 9 options available (see page 41-42 for full specs)

round design  
ø430 x 20mm 
ø395 x 15mm

20mm are sharknose finish. 15mm are square finish.
Timber base    OR     Steel base

squircle design  
390w x 15/20mm

square design  
395w x 15mm

$124 ea*

*Terrazzo side tables range from $124-$299. Prices include GST and are exclusive of shipping costs. Not all colours are available in all 3 designs, see website 
for availability. Not all designs available with all bases. Colours are indicative only and are subject to change at anytime. No two products are the same, 
patterns will vary. Visit: shop.amssurfaces.com.au for up-to-date products and information.

Available colours*

111-P12Fossil

Freckle

Graphite

Seascape CoalThe Sunbaker

NougatDove Grey Flannel FlowerHigh CloudPlatinum

Steel Burst | FIB.9340Hardware

*Prices are exclusive of shipping.  
Terrazzo with steel bases priced from $124, Timber base with top is from $249.

From

Pebble

PewterMNH0.10 299-06FIB.8110 299-04

FIB.9340, Terrazzo top (squircle design -20mm)  
urban Grey timber base
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COFFEE TABLES

1. Choose your colour 
2. Choose your timber base - 5 options available (see page 46 for full specs)

ø800 x 20mm thick
All Quartz tops are sharknose finish

DESIGN YOUR OWN COFFEE TAbLE

$599 ea*

FROM

*Note: Arabescato Marble pictured. This is not in our standard colour range.

AVAILABLE JULY
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Noble GreyLondon Grey Piatra GreyGeorgian BluffsFresh Concrete

Atlantic Salt Canon TerraBianco DriftAlpine Mist

GREYS

Cloudburst Concrete

Turbine GreySleek Concrete

Clamshell

Rugged ConcreteRaw Concrete

bROWNS & bLACKS

Wild Riceurban Wild RocksTuscan DawnSymphony Grey

RavenOyster ShitakeGinger

Jet Black Vanilla NoirNight Sky

Frosty Carina

Intense White Nougat Ocean Foam

Statuario MaximusPure White

Organic White

Snow

Calacutta Nuvo Ice SnowCosmopolitan White

WHITES

Available colours*

Frozen Terra

Osprey

Statuario Nuvo White Attica

White Shimmer

CREAMS

LinenButtermilk Nordic LoftCreme Brule

*Coffee tables range from $599-$799. Prices include GST and are exclusive of shiping costs. Colours are indicative only and are subject to change at 
anytime. No two products are the same, veining and patterns will vary. Visit: shop.amssurfaces.com.au for up-to-date products and information.
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COMING SOON

40+
colours

2
materials

5
colours

SOLID 
OAK

$299 ea*

FROM

DINING TABLES

AVAILABLE SOON

CONSOLE TABLES

CAFE TABLES

*Prices are inclusive of GST and exclusive of shipping, stone tops range in price. See Specifications for full details or visit: shop.amssurfaces.com.au

AVAILABLE JULY

AVAILABLE SOON

40+
colours

$980 ea*

FROM

40+
colours

4
sizes

5
colours

SOLID 
OAK

SOLID 
OAK

5
colours

2
sizes

$329 ea*

FROM
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HOMEWARES
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CHOPPING 
BOARDS

Material: Quartz
Size: 375 x 300 x 20mm
Finish: Polished 

$66 ea*

ICE SNOW, Quartz  
Chopping Board

*All prices include GST and are exclusive of shipping.
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*All prices include GST and are exclusive of shipping. Colours are indicative only and are subject to change at anytime. No two products 
are the same, veining and patterns will vary. Visit: shop.amssurfaces.com.au for up-to-date products and information.

Fino Venato Frosty Carina Ice Snow Intense WhiteDiamond White

$66 ea*

WHITE QUARTZ 
CHOPPING BOARDS

FINO VENATO, Quartz  
Chopping Board

New Crystal Salt New Crystal Salt Velvet Nougat Ocean FoamLuna White

Osprey Polar Pure Cloud Pure WhiteOrganic White

Regal White Santorini Snow SorbetPurity

Absolute Blanc Alpine White Arcadia Astral Bianco Statuario

Available colours*

Carrara Chalkstone Cosmopolitan White Crystal ChalkCalcite

Statuario Statuario Venato Swan Cotton TorroneStarlight White

Vanilla White Attica White Shimmer White Stormultra White
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CREAM-bEIGE QUARTZ 
CHOPPING BOARDS

$66 ea*

Almond Rocca Bianco Capri Bottocino Buttermilk

Available colours*

Crema

Creme Brule Dreamy Marfil Frappe Green Tea

CLAMSHELL, Quartz  
Chopping Board

Haze

Ivory Ivory Coast Linen Liscia Macchiato

Nimbus Pashmina Porcini Praline Sandcastle

Sandstone Cape Silica Terrazzo Windy Marino

*All prices include GST and are exclusive of shipping. Colours are indicative only and are subject to change at anytime. No two products 
are the same, veining and patterns will vary. Visit: shop.amssurfaces.com.au for up-to-date products and information.
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Amazon Leather Atlantic Salt Basalto Bianco Drift Bitumen

Available colours*

$66 ea*

GREY QUARTZ 
CHOPPING BOARDS

BIANCO DRIFT, Quartz  
Chopping Board

*All prices include GST and are exclusive of shipping. Colours are indicative only and are subject to change at anytime. No two products are the 
same, veining and patterns will vary. Visit: shop.amssurfaces.com.au for up-to-date products and information.

Carbon Ceniza Concrete Pezzazo Fresh Concrete Georgian Bluffs

Limestone Cape London Grey Milano Mist Piazza Raw Concrete

Zinc
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*All prices include GST and are exclusive of shipping. Colours are indicative only and are subject to change at anytime. No two products are the 
same, veining and patterns will vary. Visit: shop.amssurfaces.com.au for up-to-date products and information.

Alexandria Basento Bitter Chocolate Cracked Pepper Karpet

BROWN available colours*

New Byzantine New Ginger Oyster Sandy Shitake

Sophia Storm Summer Rye Taurus Brown Pearl urban

Walnut Wild Rice Wild Rock

BLACK available colours*

Mosaico Carbone Nero Galasso Night Sky Vanilla Noir Zulu

bLACK + bROWN QUARTZ 
CHOPPING BOARDS

$66 ea*
VANILLA NOIR, Quartz  
Chopping Board

Clamshell
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EDGE PROFILE

TIMBER SIDE TABLE SPECS

STONE TOPS

100+
colours

PERSPECTIVE ELEVATION

Simple assembly required. For instructions and full colour availability, please visit our website.

All measurements in mm.  Note: majority of quartz tops are 20mm thick, Granite and Marble tops are 30mm 
thick unless stated otherwise. *15mm terrazzo tops edge profile is square, not sharknose. 

TIMBER BASE

Alpaca White Mist Urban Grey Charcoal Brown Intense Black

5
colours

SOLID 
OAK

Coated with Rubio Monocoat Oil for protection in the following colours:

3
designs

4
materials

Quartz. Granite. Marble. Terrazzo

ø430 x 20/30 
 round design available in:

SPECIFICATIONS

Sharknose

Terrazzo only

390w x15/20* 
squircle design

395w x 15* 
square design

15+
colours

10+
colours

ø395 x 15*  
round design

8+
colours

[PULCER furniture collection]
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PERSPECTIVE

ELEVATION

PLAN

ELEVATION

PERSPECTIVE

ø570

CAFE TABLE SPECS

EDGE PROFILE

STONE TOPS

100+
colours

3
designs

2
materials

Quartz + Terrazzo Terrazzo

ø430 x 20 
round design

390w x15/20 
squircle design

395w x 15 
square design

15+
colours

10+
colours

STEEL SIDE TABLE SPECS

Matt black  
painted finish

Alpaca White Mist Urban Grey Charcoal Brown Intense Black

Coated with Rubio Monocoat Oil for protection in the following colours:

Simple assembly required. For instructions and full 
colour availability, please visit our website.

All measurements in mm. 

TIMBER BASE

5
colours

SOLID 
OAK

STONE TOPS

30+
colours

2
materials

Quartz. Terrazzo

ø570/590 x 20 round available in:

*Steel base ST2BLK can 
only be used with ø430 
tops.

Simple assembly required. 
For instructions and full 
colour availability, please 
visit our website.

Note: Steel bases can only 
be paired with quartz and 
terrazzo tops. 

All measurements in mm. 

EDGE PROFILE

4
designs
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400

15280

49
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260

430

270

15

50
0

20
360

430

360

15

ST1BLK ST2BLK* ST3BLK ST4BLK

selected colours available in ø590 top

Sharknose
Sharknose

ø395 x 15  
round design

8+
colours

[PULCER furniture collection] [PULCER furniture collection]
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Sizes available by special order

ø1300

PERSPECTIVE

ELEVATION

1300
900

1020
1100

4040

40

40

100
320

ø1300
(seats up to 8)

40

1100

PLAN

DINING TABLE SPECS

EDGE PROFILE

Simple assembly required. For instructions and full 
colour availability, please visit our website.

All measurements in mm.  Note, timber dining base shown left is 
for the ø1300 design.

TIMBER BASE QUARTZ TOPS

40+
colours

Alpaca White Mist Urban Grey Charcoal Brown Intense Black

5
colours

SOLID 
OAK

Coated with Rubio Monocoat Oil for protection in the following colours:

ø1200

ø1035

ø840

70
0
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60

0

ø1200
(seats up to 6)

35

1000

1200

900

74
072
0
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323

35

35

920

1000

40 40

ELEVATION PLAN

ø1035
(seats up to 5)

ø840
(seats up to 4)

35

835

1035

735

74
0
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20

80

271
81

35

35

755
835

4040

35

640

840

540

72
0

20

74
0

4040

35

35

560

640

196
60

60

Sharknose

ø1300 x 20
Special order: ø840, ø1035, ø1200 x 20

[PULCER furniture collection]
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Simple assembly required. For instructions and full 
colour availability, please visit our website.

COFFEE TABLE SPECS

All measurements in mm. 

TIMBER BASE QUARTZ TOPS

40+
colours

Alpaca White Mist Urban Grey Charcoal Brown Intense Black

5
coloursSOLID 

OAK

Coated with Rubio Monocoat Oil for protection in the following colours:

CONSOLE TABLE SPECS

Design 1: 1030w x 760h x 315dEDGE PROFILE

EDGE PROFILE

Design 2: 1430w x 760h x 315d

ELEVATION

ELEVATION

1430
315

100

240

300

20

100 50

74
0

1182

1350

1410

100

315

200

240

300

200

Sharknose

Sharknose

[PULCER furniture collection] [PULCER furniture collection]
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Simple assembly required. For instructions and full 
colour availability, please visit our website.

All measurements in mm. 

TIMBER BASE QUARTZ TOPS

40+
colours

Alpaca White Mist Urban Grey Charcoal Brown Intense Black

5
colours

SOLID 
OAK

Coated with Rubio Monocoat Oil for protection in the following colours:

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Parts suPPlied

1. Stone top

SILICONE

2. Mini tube of silicone

*Note: Your timber or steel table base is supplied in a separate carton. 

safety

assembly

•	 Stone material is heavy, handle stone top with care.

•	 Apply silicone in a ventilated area and keep away from children.

•	 Wearing gloves squeeze silicone tube by hand, ensure the top is pierced.

•	 Do not inhale or ingest silicone. Please seek medical attention if this occurs.

•	 If silicone contacts your skin, wash thoroughly with soap and water.

•	 If silicone makes contact with your eyes, promptly wash with plenty of water lifting the eye lids. 
Continue to rinse and seek medical attention immediately.

•	 Use two hands to move and position table. Do not stand on table.

1. Place stone top face side down.

2. Timber bases: Cross timber legs and insert the screw into the bottom hole and tighten.  
Steel bases: No assembly required.

3. Get your table base (timber or steel), turn it upside down and place it on your stone top and mark using a pencil where the centre is.

4. Turn your table base up right. Wearing gloves open the silicone by removing the cap and squeeze a generous amount on top of the table 
base.

5. With your table top still face side down, place your table base in the centre on top of your top. Ensure the silicone is on the stone and 
press firmly.

6. Wait 18 hours for table to dry.

7. Your table is ready to use.

Timber base example Steel base example

(Example only)

For all furniture assembly instructions visit shop.amssurfaces.com.au

SIDE TABLE EXAMPLE
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PACKAGING

CHOPPING BOARD STONE TOP (SIDE TABLE) TIMBER BASE (SIDE TABLE) STEEL BASE

Packed in carton
Protected by foam
Drop tested 
Weight: 6.2kg

Packed in carton
Protected by foam
Drop tested 
Weight (20mm): 7.3kg 
(30mm): 10.3kg

Packed in carton
Protected by foam
Drop tested 
Weight: 2.6kg

Packed in carton 
Weight: 1.0-2.6kg 
(4 designs)
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HOW TO PURCHASE +  
CUSTOMER SERVICE

ONLINE ORDERING

AMS Surfaces Homewares is an online shop and all furniture and 

homewares are purchased online at: shop.amssurfaces.com.au

If you are experiencing any issues ordering your desired product, 

please contact us at: info@amssurfaces.com.au 

WHOLESALE AND TRADE

For all wholesale or trade enquiries please send us an email at: 

info@amssurfaces.com.au and we’ll be in touch.

SHIPPING

We ship Australia wide. unfortunately, at this time we do not ship 

Internationally. Please note, we are a warehouse and we can not 

accommodate any order collections. 

Dispatch of goods is within 7-10 working days of order from our 

Adelaide Warehouse (SA only). All other states, allow 2 weeks 

from your online order to door delivery. As soon as your order is 

dispatched you will receive tracking information via email. This 

dispatch and delivery estimates allow for public holidays and 

unforeseen minor delays.

We are unable to deliver to PO Boxes and Parcel Lockers. Although 

we highly recommend signing for all packages, if you do specify 

“Authority to Leave” or any instructions to leave your order, and the 

package goes missing, we will not be held responsible for any lost 

orders.

For full shipping details please visit: shop.amssurfaces.com.au/
shipping-and-customer-service

QuALITY GuARENTEE

AMS Surfaces takes quality very seriously. We manufacture our 

products using only the highest quality stones, timber and steel. 

When you see our Quality Guarantee you can be assured that your 

new purchase won’t fall apart and will last you years to come. All 

products are inspected by us before being shipped. In the unlikely 

event a product arrives faulty or damaged we will refund upon 

return of the goods to our warehouse. Please note: this does not 

include colour variations or veining as stipulated on our website.

FAQ’S

Do you have a store where I can view your products before 
purchasing?

At this stage AMS Surfaces Homewares is online only and we do 

not have a shop front. Rest assured we take quality very seriously. 

We manufacture our products using only the highest quality 

stones, timber and steel. All our products are backed by our Quality 

Guarantee. 

RETuRNS & REFuNDS POLICY

To see return policy please visit: shop.amssurfaces.com.au/
shipping-and-customer-service

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

MARBLE & GRANITE CARE

Maintaining natural stone is easier if the product has been sealed 

(see natural stone sealing right). General cleaning using pH neutral 

cleaners or mild detergent with warm water are the preferred 

products to use, with a microfibre cloth for drying. All spillages 

should be cleaned immediately by blotting the spill and flushing 

the area with water and mild soap and rinsing several times. Avoid 

applying heat (i.e items from ovens) directly onto the surface of 

natural stone.

QuARTZ CARE

For everyday, routine cleaning we recommend wiping the surface 

with warm soapy water (a mild detergent) and a clean damp cloth. 

Do not use the cloth you use to wash the dishes, as it may transfer 

oils and other contaminants to the surface.

For any marks that do not come out by using warm soapy water, we 

recommend Jif with micro-particles (non abrasive cream cleanser), 

use a small amount with water and apply to the surface and clean 

with a soft sponge, then flush with water to take the cream cleanser 

off the surface.

Quartz is virtually non-porous, it will keep its gloss and ultra smooth 

surface which never needs polishing or sealing. Never attempt to 

polish the surface and avoid prolonged rubbing in one spot when 

cleaning.

As with any surface, Quartz and Terrazzo can be permanently 

damaged by exposure to strong chemicals and solvents that 

undermine its physical properties. Do not use products that contain 

trichlorethane or methylene chloride, such as paint removers or 

stripper. Avoid all contact with highly aggressive cleaning agents 

like oven cleaners that have high alkaline/pH levels. Should the 

surface be accidentally exposed to any of these damaging products, 

rinse immediately with water to neutralize the effect.

Avoid applying heat (i.e items from ovens) directly onto the surface 

of natural stone as it can mark or damage the surface.

TERRAZZO CARE

Maintaining terrazzo is easier if the product has been sealed 

(see below). General cleaning using pH neutral cleaners or mild 

detergent with warm water are the preferred products to use, 

with a microfibre cloth for drying. All spillages should be cleaned 

immediately by blotting the spill and flushing the area with water 

and mild soap and rinsing several times.

TIMBER BASE CARE

All timber bases are oak and have a Rubio colour coating applied to 

the surface to obtain a natural finish and protect the timber.

To clean use a microfiber cloth to wipe down the surface, no other 

products are recommended. Do not use any oils or general timber 

care products on the surface.

Your timber base table is recommended for indoor use only.

STEEL BASE CARE

Your steel base has been finished with a black matt painted coating. 

Clean your steel base using a microfiber cloth only. No other 

cleaning products should be necessary.

NATuRAL STONE SEALING

Natural stone (including marble, granite and terrazzo) products 

are recommended to be sealed. Sealing acts as a barrier, which 

is designed to prevent immediate penetration of liquids into the 

stone, providing an opportunity to remove the substance, before it 

stains the stone.

Please note: Sealing does not mean stain proof. Sealing may protect 

the stone from liquid penetration, but not completely protect the 

stone from etching. Etching is acidic liquids (as lemon juice, orange 

juice, tomato)- reacting to the stone (more prone in marble, which 

is softer in character)- eating away at the stone, creating dull spots. 

Effectively sealing the stone, and with careful maintenance, etching 

can be minimized.

DO I NEED TO SEAL MY STONE TABLE TOP OR 
CHOPPING BOARD?

MARbLE & TERRAZZO

Both your marble and terrazzo table tops and chopping boards 

have been sealed in the manufacturing process. Clean as per 

instructions. If you would like to re-seal your stone surface, we 

recommend Dry Treat Stain Proof please visit www.drytreat.com.au 

to purchase the sealer.

Sealing does not prevent etching. Etching occurs by acidic products 

penetrating into the surface of the stone (see natural stone sealing).

 
 
 

Follow these cleaning tips and treat your AMS Homewares product with love, and your 
piece should be a long-lasting beauty.
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GRANITE

Your granite table top and chopping board comes unsealed. 

Although not mandatory, it is recommended you seal your granite 

to prolong the life of your top and provide opportunity to clean 

a spill before it penetrates the stone and stains, we recommend 

Dry Treat Stain Proof sealer, please visit www.drytreat.com.au to 

purchase the sealer.

QUARTZ

Your quartz table top or chopping board does not require sealing. 

Clean as per instructions.

WILL MY STONE PIECE STAIN?

Your stone is stain resistant. Staining occurs when spillages have 

been left on the surface for an extended amount of time. We 

recommend following the care and maintenance instructions and 

cleaning your stone immediately after any spillages occur.

Natural stone can etch even if the piece is sealed. Etching is from 

acidic products as lemon and vinegar, sealing does not prevent 

etching.

CAN MY STONE BREAK?

Your stone can break if extreme heat is placed directly on to the 

surface or if dropped. We recommend care with handling and to 

avoid direct heat from ovens.

Your stone can chip. Chipping can occur from items dropping on to 

the surface.

THE TIMBER IS LOOKING DRY-WHAT CAN I DO?

If your timber is looking dry, we recommend using the Rubio 

Monocoat Refresher spray. This can be purchased online from www.

rubiomonocoat.com.au. We do not recommend any generic timber 

cleaning products.

We hope you love the unique beauty of your piece 
as much as we do!

Please visit: shop.amssurfaces.com.au/stone-care 
for up-to-date care and maintenance information

Disclaimer
AMS Surfaces Stone Homewares and Furniture Magazine and is designed to showcase our collection available, both what is in stock and what is available as a 
special order (correct at time of printing and subject to change). For up-to-date product information and colour availability visit: shop.amssurfaces.com.au. 
For special order enquiries please email: info@amssurfaces.com.au. Some photographs throughout the magazine depict items not supplied by AMS Surfaces, 
ie. decorative items. Strictly no reproducing imagery. AMS Surfaces Homewares are not liable for any incidents that may occur when using products in the 
applications shown in the magazine. All colour swatches are indicative only please allow for screen discrepancies and printing methods. All prices shown are 
inclusive of GST and exclusive of shipping costs. Shipping costs are available on website, on the Shipping and Customer Service page or at checkout once you 
have entered your adddress. All information and colours correct at time of printing May 2019. Full Terms and Conditions available at shop.amssurfaces.com.au
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COFFEE TABLE

CAFE TABLE

SIDE TABLE
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Explore the collection at shop.amssurfaces.com.au  |  Follow us 


